TOURISM STATISTICS STANDARDS IN KAZACHSTAN DO USE OF THE RECOMMENDATION CRITERIA OF TSA

° FREQUENCY OF TRIP
° DURATION OF TRIP
° CROSSING OF ADMINISTRATIVE BORDERS
° DISTANCE FROM PLACE OF USUAL RESIDENCE

CLASSIFICATION OF MAIN PURPOSE OF VISIT

1.1 Holidays, leisure and recreation
1.2 Visiting friends and relatives
1.3 Education and training
1.4 Health and medical care
1.5 Religion /pilgrimages
1.6 Shopping
1.7 Transit
1.8 Other
TORISM EXPENDITURE ARE CONFORM TO
THE RECOMMENDATIONS IN RELATION TO:

- **Scope**

- **Coverage**

- **Timing**

From 2000 is in Function interagency Working Group
(national tourism administrations, immigration authorities,
tourism associations, national statistical offices and
central banks.)

- All the will have their own priorities and
  missions – all to take to bild TSA
- 1) 2003 – Statistical Nomenclatur of the
typs of tourism servicies
- 2) 2007 – TSA (20 tabelle) is including in
  national account system
AGENSY OF STATISTICS OF THE REPUBLIC OF KAZACHSTAN HAS NEXT PUBLICATIONS:

• Development of tourism and hotel activity in RK (bulletin)

• Activity of theaters, museums, cinemas and libraries (bulletin)

• Development of tourism in RK (handbook)

• Other handbooks (national parks activity, volume of investments in the Development of tourism infrastraction, investment and construction activity)